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In   the   preparatory  uork   carried   out  before   uriting   this 

paper,    there   came   to light   an   article  by   Newton     published 

under   the   title  "Developments   in   Dyes   and   Dyeing   1973/74'. 

This   article  gives   a   comprehensive   reference   list,   of 

recent   developments  and  publications   but  does   state   in   the 

summary   that   the  period  under   consideration   uas   a   fairly 

quiet   year   uith  regard  to   neu   developments   on   both   the   dyeing 

and machinery   side.       It   further   states  that   a  number  of 

improvements   and  refinements   had   been  made   on   existing  methods. 

It    is    this   theme  of improvement   and  refinement  uhich  runs 

through  the   following papor,   although   it  is   linked   as   far  as 

possible uith   the  need  for   simplicity   in operation  of  the 

methods  described. 

The  emphasis   for this   paper   uill   be  placed  on   tuo 

substrate  materials,  cotton  and   mixtures  of   cotton  uith 

polyester   fibre    as  it is   these   tuo  materials  uhich  offer 

the  best  chance  for an industrially  developing  country   to 

establish  relatively high   levels   of  production   in   a  short  time. 

It  is   also   the type  of industry   uhich  uill   produce  articles 

or materials   uhich  can be  marketed  in  both  home  and  export 

areas.        The   underlying  theme   of  simplicity   in  operation  of 

the techniques involved  in  order   to achieve  the  desired   result, 

which   is  an   efficient production   plant,   is   an   important   factor 

for  industries  in  developing  countries  uhere   the   labour   force 

has  to   be  trained  from first  principles. 
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Nou  that   the   substrate  around  which  the  operation  will  be 

built  has  been  defined,   the  dyeing of   cotton   and  cotton/ 

polyester  mixtures   in  yarn  and  piece   form uill  be   considered, 

a  logical   development   from   the   papers   already   presented   at 

thia  bymposium  and  uhich   fits  uith  the  concept of  simplicity   in 

processing.        Broadly  speaking,   therefore,   the  idea   is  put 

foruard  of   a  manufacturing  plant  uhich  is  producing  cotton 

and cotton/polyester  yarn   and/or   fabric uhich  provides   the 

base material   for  both  a   yarn  dyeing  plant  and  piece  dyeing 

plant  uhich   can  feed home   or  overseas  based  converters.        The 

major  factors  uhich must  be  considered  are as  follous: 

1. Choice  of dyestuff   from  the  technical 

standpoint. 

2. Economic considerations. 

3. Dyeing  techniques  including  the machinery 

necessary. 

4. Suitability   for  industrially developing 

countries of   the proposals  made. 

1.       Choice  of Dyestuff 

The  renge of dyestuffs  available  for  the  dyeing of 

cellulose  is  uide,   uell-knoun and  uell-documented,   and 

because  of the  long  standing use  of  the  material,   it  is 

likely   that the first   fruits  of  current  research uork 

will  produce neu dyestuffs  within  existing  ranges  rather 

than a  complete neu  class  of dye  at least uithin the 

foreseuable  future.        The  current  range  of  dyes  available 

includes  vat  and solubilised  vat,   reactive,   sulphur, 

direct,   azoic  and pigment.       No  reference need  be made 

hare  to  any other types available  such as mordant or 

Mineral  dyes. 
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The application   technology  of   these  dyestuff classes 

is  well  understood   and  uill  only  be   referred  to   in  the 

context  of suggested   improvements  or  neu  developments   in 

machinery  nr practical   application   techniques.       The  major 

point   is  to decide  which  range  or   ranges  of  dyestuffs   merit 

most   consideration  and  selection  and   the   reasons     for   this 

choice. 

Vat  Dyestuffs 

These    offer     high   fastness  properties  and  a uide   range 

of  shades  limited  only   in  the bright   red  and  bordeaux   areas. 

Dyestuff costs vary   and  in general   they   form  the most 

expensive' range  in   turms  of unit  price  per  kilo  of dyestuff 

but  this does not  necessarily mean  they  are  the  most  expensive 

in  use. 

Reactive Dyestuffs 

These dyestuffs   also offer high   fastness  properties  but 

they  are in general   lower than  the  vat   range  but  the  shade 

gamut   includes some  bright colours  unobtainable with  vat 

dyestuffs.       The methods of application  possible  include 

such  simple application  techniques   as  the  cold-pad-batch 

method   (as do vat  dyestuffs)  uhich  must  be  an  important  point 

to  consider uhen setting up a neu  factory  uhere  the labour 

force will be neu to  the uork  involved.       Both  the unit  prie*) 

and  the applied price  approach thoae of vat dyestuffs. 

They  ere more difficult  to wash off  after  application  however, 

uhich  is necessary  to  obta r   maximum  fastness  properties  and 

in  addition the water   requirements  are  therefore  substantially 

higher  than  for vat   dyestuffs  in  this   respect. 
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Sulphur Dyestuffs 

These  dyestuffs must be  considered   for  navy  shades, 

broun  shades,   black  shades  because  of economic   factors  but 

application   techniques  still   require  considerable skill  and 

expertise   from  the  operatives  and  there  may  be   rather  more 

effluent  problems   than  desirable  in  a   developing  industry 

snd  on  the   uhole   the  use  of  sulphur  dyes   can  be  considered  a 

less  likely   choice.       Unlike   the  vat   or   reactive  classes 

already  mentioned,   sulphur  dyes  do  not   lend  themselves  to 

the  dyeing   of  cotton/polyester  blends   in   conjunction with 

disperse dyes  uith  the  possible  exception  of  black  shades. 

Direct  Dyestuffs 

This  class  must  be  considered       as   it  offers a wide 

range  of available  shades,   and   fastness   properties  up  to  a 

medium  level,   increased   if one   includes   after-treatments 

«nd metallised  dyestuffs.       The  ease  of  application  is  also 

in their  favour  but  in  the context  of  Inclusion  in . cotton/ 

polyester  mixture   yarn  or  fabric  direct   dyes  are  open  to 

question  from a   fastness  point  of vieu.        In  discontinuous 

dyeing  uhich   is  mainly  for  fashion wear,   they  find con.id.r.bl, 

use however. 

Azoic  Dvestuff« 

For the production of certain .had.., Tor exanple,   reda or 

n.vye on 100* cotton,  Azoic dye.tuff.  cannot be ionored. 

Tha application  technique, are  not  chemically  difficult  but 

fro* the practical  standpoint a higher da8re. of c.r. .nd 
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expertise is necessary in order to produce satisfactory 

results.  The specialist nature of the shades involved 

makes it unlikely that azoic dyes uould form a significant 

processing part of our proposed installation, as their 

application to cotton/polyester blends is also very limited. 

In addition, physiological hazards, particularly in the 

production of the azcic dyestuffs themselves, haue also 

decreased very recently the use of this class of dyestuff. 

Solubilised Vat Dyestuffs 

This is an important range for both cotton and cotton/ 

polyester blends.   It is cf particular importance for the 

production of fast to light and washing shades for shirtings 

and similar fabrics and they can well be incorporated into 

a cotton/polyester blend fabric from the continuous 

processing point of view. 

Pigment 

This class of  colour mattar  is  becoming more and more 

accepted as a means  of dyeing pale shades such as  are 

required on shirting  fabrics but  at  the same time  incorporating 

aaey cara properties  by  the addition  of resin,  catalyst  and 

handle modifying products  to the  pigment/binder system.        It 

ia a one-bath one-pass process and aa  auch is attractively 

•imple.       The limitation of the aystem  is one of depth of 

•hade,  but another of ita sdvantagwa  is the ability  to produca 

pale ground shades  which can then be  overprinted using a 

similar pigment system,   the dyed  ground and overprint  then  being 

fixed by ons  final  baking opsrstion. 
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Hawing briefly summarised the dyestuff ranges available, 

the next step is to choose those      dyestuffs uhich are 

most suited to the postulated production unit in terms of 

yarn dyeing and continuous piece dyeing. 

I  100% Cotton 

a) Yarn Oyeino 

For reasons of fastness, shade gamut and 

application possibilities the choice must be:- 

t/ats (including solubilised Vate) 

Reactive 

Direct 

Azoic 

Sulphur 

The major proportion uill go to vat and raactlva 

dyestuffs. 

b) Piece Dyeing 

The major dyestuff rangea are:- 

Vata (including Solubiliaed Vats) 

Reactive 

Pigment 

Direct 

Aioic 

Sulphur 

II  Cotton/P^Yf»Tr 

In the caae of cotton/polyeatar Mixture« the choice of 

dyeetuff for the polyeeter fibre ia of couree confined to the 

dieperea dyestuff range.   Uithin that range there ia a wide 

ehade gamut and an adequate range of faetmeao poaeibilitiee 

eccording to end uaa requirements. 
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The  dyestuFf   selection possibilities  are therefore  as   follows: 

a) Yarn  Oyeinq 

Disperse/vat 

Disperse/reactive 

Disperse/soluble vat 

b) Piece Dyeing 

Disperse/vat 

Disperse/reactive 

Disperse/soluble vat 

Pigment 

It  uas  not  within  the  scope   of  this paper  to  give  a 

detailed  description  of the  technical  application  of  all 

dyestuff   ranges   mentioned,   as   these  are  fully  covered  by  the 

manufacturers'   recommendation   in   the  appropriate   pattern cards, 

Uhet  is   intended   is   to describe   the  dyeing  process   as   it 
t 

applies  to  our  model  dyeing plant  and point out   the  recent 

developmenta^and   improvements   in  methods and machinery  uhich 

help to  simplify   the process  at   the  same time  giving  increased 

•acurity.        First however,  ue  must  consider  the   economics of 

riya selection. 

2¿ Economic  Considerations 

Thia  ia  not simply a mattar of unit prie« par kilo, uhich 

in any  caae     varies    from country  to country according  to 

source of supply, for example,  home production or  imported 

dyeatuffs.   Nor  is it a matter  of   the  lowest  coat   par kilo 

of  dyed  material  unless one  ia   satisfied with  tha   final  end 

performance.        Even  then it may   prove more  economical   in the 

long run  to produca  fabric at  a  slightly higher   faca cost 
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per kilo by choosing a dye which although initially more 

expensive has a greater security factor, giving a better 

guarantee of  first-time, first quality production.  Thia 

uill keep re-processing costs to a minimum and result in 

less disruption  of planned  working.   For best quality 

production, price should never be allowed to overrule 

technical judgement and an efficient profitable dyeing unit 

always achieves the correct balance between the two. 

DYEING TECHNIQUES flNfi MACHINERY REQUIRED 

a)   Yarn Dyeing 

Whether our proposed plant carries out dyeing 

in package form or on warp beams there can be 

no doubt that the machinery chosen must be 

capable of reaching high temperature, that 1« 

130 C.  This is essential for the dyeing of 

cotton/polyester blends in aqueous systems 

and is also desirable for the high temperatura 

vat dyeing process on 100% cotton yarns which 

results in shorter dyeing times and more 

level and penetrated dyeings.  Moat important 

of all, the high temperature vat dyeing procaaa 

for 100* cotton yarns can dispense with the naad 

for a separate bleaching treatment which is an 

important economic and technical advantage. 

The final choice of dyestuff j8 governed 

by the end use requirements, and the choice of 

dyestuff range usually lies between vat and 

reactive according to shade.  For cotton/ 
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polyester blend yarns the usual choice is 

that of d.iap«rae/vat and disperse/r&active. 

For disperse/reactive dyeing, the tuo-bath 

process with or without intermediate reduction 

clearing is employed uhere as uith the disperse/ 

vat a tuo-bath process can be used or a one-bath, 

two-atep process.   The use of the one-bath, 

tuo-atep process ia made easier by the 

production by dyestuff manufacturers of balanced 

mixtures of disperse and vat dyestuffs, e.g. 

the Cotteatren dyestuffs range which ia supplied 

by BASF, uhere the probleir of obtaining the 

correct balance between the component fibre8 

ia aolved by pra-mixing the vat and disperse 

dyea in the correct ratio for 33/67 or 50/50 

cotton/polyeater blenda.  In beam dyeing of 

warp yarna however, one must take care that the 

beam ia not blocked by the high concentration 

of dispera« and vat dye particles, otheruiae 

burating will occur. 

For both package and uarp beam dyeing, a 

sound, well presentad package must be presented 

to the dyeing liquor and it must be thoroughly 

wetted out to removs entrapped air.  The use 

of an efficient cold-watting but Jou foaming agent 

is useful in thie reapact and the machine should 

ba filiad from the bottom thus forcing entrapped 

air upwarda and out of the machina.  In uarp 

dyeing it la.beneficial to ensure that the 
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flanges are drilled uith tuo small diameter 

holes, say £" in diameter, to allow any entrapped 

sir to escape. 

Dyeing techniques for reective dyes in yarn 

dyeing are those based on exhaustion processes 

and for vat dyestuffs may be those based on 

stock vatting, half pigmentation or high 

temperature techniques.   Recent developments 

in the dyeing field have largely been confined 

to improvements in operating techniques uith the 

objective of saving time, energy and thereby 

money.  To do this however, means to some 

extent reducing the safety margins inherent in 

classical dyeing processes and it is at this 

point that the value of simplicity of systems 

comes into its real degree of importance. 

In a rocent pepar published by Schlueter 
2 

and Ualgold  ,  various methods were discussed 

for shortened dyeing techniquee uhen dyeing uith 

vat dyestuffs and diaperae/vat dye mixtures.   It 

is significant that the introduction to the paper 

emphasisos that the safety margins which may prove 

expensive, can be reduced uithout a proportionate 

increase in the risk of obtaining unaatiafactory 

resulta. 

^«•1 After considering the exhaustion and levelling 

properties of vat dyestuffs in relation to tima and 

temperature, the conclusion is that rapid, and 
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therefore   probably   uneven exhaustion,   is  unavoidable 

uith  vat  dyestuffs  even  at lou   temperature  and   that 

levelling  must  therefore  be achieved  subsequent   to 

the  exhaustion phase.        This  occupies  time   and   it 

is  very   interesting   to  compare   the  time  taken   for 

equivalent   stages  of   vat  dyeing   by  continuous   and 

discontinuous  methods. 

Pig.  2 Direct   transposition of times  is of course 

impossible   but  it  can   be  seen  that  there  is   ample 

room  for   improvement.       Some examples,   which   can 

be discussed   in detail,   if desired,   are:- 

Introduction   of dyestuff - 

Tims  saved by  adoption of   rapid  filling 

and  emptying  systems assisted  by  vacuum 

if necessary,   e.g.   the Burl-Vac  process. 

Rinsing  - 

Can be  carried  out in half   full machines 

or  in  a  separate  machine     or  system. 

Oxidation  - 

Can be  accelerated by steam. 

9o«p*nq - 

Can be carried out in steam. 

Prs-treatment - 

Can be combined uith the dyeing proceee 

by means of special auxiliary products. 

The optimum dyeing method for yarn in package 

form can be obtained by combining these separata 

steps into a complete process. 
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Fig.   ì This  process   optimisation  can   be  extended   to 

the  dyeing  of  cotton/polyester  blends   in  package 

form  by   applying   the   principles  outlined   to  the 

vat  dyeing  aspect,   and  by adjusting   the   rate  of 

exhaustion  of  the   disperse dyes  during   the  heating 

up   process.        This   is   achieved   by   grouping   together 

those  disperse  dyes   uith similar   exhaustion 

characteristics  and   by   this  means   reducing  the 

time   spent  at  high   temperature  uhich  uas   formerly 

used   to  obtain  level   dyeings.        The  use  of  special 

auxiliary  products   assists  this  process  uhich  has 

been  extended  to   include pre-mixed   vat  and  disperse 

dye   ranges  such  as   the  Cottestren   dyestuffs.        Tuo 

variations  of  this  process are  possible  in practice. 

Pig.  4 

Pig. 5 The practical   problem of pre-shrinking  cotton/ 

polyester packages  has  also  received  attention  and 

by means  of special   techniques  pre-shrinking  and 

dyeing  can be  achieved  in one  operation  thus 

reducing  costs  still   further. 

Pig. 6 Theee then are aome of the recent innovations 

developed by umana of co-operation between the 

dye-maker, the dye uaer and dyeing machinery 

manufacturers so aa to optimise and yet simplify 

the process of yern dyeing in package form, both 

of cotton and cotton/polyester blende. 
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b) 

Obviously   the  cost  element  of  setting  up 

such  apparatus  must   be  considered  but  in  the 

situation  under   discussion   it   is   one of  neu 

investment  and  not  one of  capital   expenditure   to 

replace   existing   machinery   still   eminently 

serviceable.        Indeed   many   of   the   points  outlined 

can  be  adopted  on  existing  machinery  to  great 

advantage.       Perhaps   the most   important  item  of 

expenditure uould  be   on  the  special winding 

machinery  such  as   that  for   rockets  or   Barber-Coleman 

packages  or on  adapting  existing   spindles  such   as 

the  SchlaPhorst   types   from  conical   to  cylindrical 

package uinding   form,   uhere   the   cost is  approximately 

£11/£12  per spindle,   plus  the  cost of  the dyeing 

former.       It  is   to  be  expected   that  the  total   end 

cost  is  cheaper  houever,   due  to   improvements   in  the 

rejection  rate,   better quality   yarn and  elimination 

of usate yarn. 

Piece Dyeing 

Many of  the rationalisation processes described 

above arise from ideas already   in practice  in 

continuous dyeing.        A continuous  dyeing plant   for 

cotton or cotton/polyester piece  goods appears  a 

fearsome thing on paper and  even  more terrifying  in 

practice,  but it can  be run simply and efficiently 

by paying sufficient attention  to detail.    Let  it 

be quite clearly stated,  no continuous dyeing  plant 

can be  run at all  unless the material presented  to 

it  is thoroughly prepared eo as  to be fully  and 

evenly absorbent  in   the shortest  possible time. 
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Fig.   7 The  continuous   plant  shewn  in   the   diagram 

i8   designed  to   run  at  speeds  of  up   to   60  metres 

per  minute.       Let   it   also  be  quite  clearly  stated 

that  one  also   requires  a   jig  dyeing  machine,   a 

beam  or  jet  dyeing  machine  to   cope  with   those 

isolated   instances   of   small   yardages   which  may   not 

be   quite  perfect,   as  up   to  1,000  metres   of  cloth 

may   have  to  be   run   through  such  a  plant   before  the 

machinery  can  be  correctly  adjusted. Once  this 

happy   stage  is   reached  however,   large   runs  of 

cloth   per shade  are   easily  dyed  and   lots   as  small 

as   5,000 metres   in   length  can  be  conveniently 

processed albeit  at  a  slightly  higher  cost    per metre. 

The point  to  note  about   the machinery  layout 

is   that  provision  should  be  made  at  strategic points 

for   A   frames   to  permit  batching  at  intervals,   a 

necessary  precaution   in  case  of machinery   failure 

or  to  enable  routine maintenance  to  be  carried out 

at  separate  times.       There  should  be  provision  for 

interchangeable  padding  mangles  to  cope  with cloth 

of  varying widths,   otherwise  longitudinal   lines 

will  be  visible  on  the   finished  cloth  as  a  rssult 

of  differential  wear  on  the  rollers  of the padding 

«angle.       There should  be adequate  and  even pre- 

drying capacity  in the infra-red and subséquent 

pra-drying section and of course a good  thermosol 

capacity,  capable of at leaat 220°C.       Whether or 

not one chooses hot air or contact heat as the means 



of  heat   transfer   for   thtj   thermnsol   process   is  a 

matter   for   consideration   but   in   general   the   contact 

heat  method   is   prefer,ule   as the   processing 

time   is   shorter  due   to   the   more   rapid   heating-up 

of  the   cloth   anJ  a  more  even   distribution  of  heat 

can  be   achieved   across   the   width.        The   constitution 

of   the   padding   liquor   is   most   important,    it   should 

be  kept   to   the   minimum  possible   containing   the 

necessary   dyestuffs   in  liquid   form,   migration 

inhibitor   and   jetting   agent   if  necessary.        All 

products   in   the  padding  liquor   should   be   nrjn-foaming 

if  possible   so   at   to   avoid   the   abomination  of 

anti-foaming   agents   as   these   lead   inexorably   to 

dyestuff   aggregation   and   hence   spots   on   the   finished 

cloth. 

The  plant  should  be   flexible  enough   to  cope 

uith  cotton   and  cotton/polyester   cloth   dyed  with 

vat dyestuffs,   reactive  dyestuffs,   solubilised  vat 

dyestuffs  and  sulphur  dyestuffs  combined  as  necessary 

and possible  uith disperse   dyestuffs   in   the  case  of 

cotton/polyester  cloth.        The  lay-uut   described  uill 

also cope  uith  the one-bath  pigment/resin  system 

which  is   equally  suitable   for  the  dyeing  of  cotton 

or cotton/polyester  cloth   in  pale  shades. 

fluch  attention  has   recently   been  paid  to  the 

development  part of  the  range which  is   nowadays  the 

pad-steam  process.       Recent   improvements   include 

modification  of  the  classical  pad-steam  process  to 

the uet-steam  process  developed  by  BASF  where  the 

hot  flue   is  dispensed  uith   as   is  also   one  padding 

mangia. 



The  goods   are   p.-idded   UJ 1 h   wat  dyer.tuff   in   the 

colloidal   form  and  then  uith  or  without   an  air 

passage,    the   goods   are   trt-oted   in   .1  dip   trough 

uith   the   chemical   liquor   and   steamed   for   one 

minute   in   saturated   steam   and   finished   as   usual. 

Fig.   u There   are   three   different  methods   of   installing 

tha  dip   trough  of uhich   the  best  method   is   to  use 

tho  trough  as   a  uster     seal        at   the  entrance   to 

the  steamer.        Installing   the  trough  outside   the 

steam can   have  some   technical  and   financial 

advantages   however.        A   high   liquor  pick-up   gives 

several   advantages   in  this   uet  on  uet  process. 

Fig.  9 The   advantages   of  the  modified  uet   steam  proceas 

are  sdvinys   in  machinery   and  power,   shorter  cleaning 

times  uhich   brings  greater   flexibility   for  shorter 

rune  and   improved quality   due  to  better   penetration 

and  levelling,   uith  no  migration  problems  because 

there is  no   intermediate  drying  process. 

For   reactive  dyestuffs   steam   fixation   is   the 

normal  practice  but  the  cold-pad-batch   fixation 

process   is  also  possible  on  both  cotton  and  cotton/ 

polyester   fabric.       Cold-pad-batch   fixation  or 

batter  fad dyeing  is also possible  for  100* cotton 

ueing vat  dyestuffs,   uith  or uithout  intermediate 

drying.       This proceas utilises the rapid  rata of 

exhaustion of  vat dyestuffs  in tha cold,   refaranca 

to uhich  haa  already  been  made in  connaction  uith 

yarn dyeing. 
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pi?. 10 This is a semi-cont nuous procpss uhich can 

be carried out uith or uithout intermediate drying. 

For fabrics that can take up a great deal of liquor 

e.g. terry touelling, twills and corduroys, the 

wet on uet process can be used, but for the more 

densely uov/en fabrics e.g. mercerised satins, poplins 

and fabrics made fron, regenerated cellulose 

intermediate drying is preferable.   The minimum 

batching time is tuo hours but times of up to four 

hours are necessary in certain cases.   Longer 

batching times than this although unnecessary do 

not result in any deleterious effects.   The fabric 

must' be fully absorbent and the dyes and chemicals 

correct in choice and quantity.   Batching must 

be carried out thoroughly uet, particularly at the 

selvedges of the material, and all air excluded 

from the batch during the fixation period.  This 

latter point is moat important as a partial vacuum 

develops uithin the batch as the oxygen is consumed 

during the reaction.  Uithout tight sealing, 

more air will enter and cause oxidation stains. 

An efficient seal can be obtained by the use of a 

thin soft plastic sheet as the final wrapping of the 

batch, the ands of which are tied down onto separata 

•trip« of pre-uetted cloth wound around the beam at 

tha edges of the batch.  In the caaa of cotton/ 

polyaater material« the vat dyestuff used can be 

developed in a similar manner although in this caae 

of courss tha material will have been pre-dried 

because of the prior thermoaol procees. 



-   n 

Othei   development«   include  attempt*  tn   achieve 

rapid   fixation   of   vat   dyes   in   hot,thai   is   90  I, 

aqueous    liquors   by   using   chemical   reaction  accleuitm 

with  p.g.   a Williams   type  development  unit. 

FL«. 
Not   all   vat   dyeetuffs   are   fully   developed   by 

this  process  however,   and   further   uork   is   necessary 

before   one  could   make   recommendations   suitable   fur 

the  development   of   all   wat   dyeing   shades. 

All   these   developments   have   the   aim   of   reducing 

the   time   taken   in   processing   and   thus   reducing   costs 

particularly   that   of   energy   and   increasing  the 

production  and  quality.       It   has   recently   been 

reported   1  that   savings  of   500,000   to  600,000  btu's 

per  100   yard»  of  goods  can  be   made  when   dyes  are 

applied   by  the  pad-steam method  compared   with  the 

pad-dry-baka  or   pad-dry-steam  methods.   Expressed   in 

terms  of   fuel   this  means  a   saving  of  2.2   gallona  par 

100  yards  of dyad   fabric,   a   saving   in  American   terms 

of i to   1  cent  per  yard at  present  price«. 

OTHER   MECHANICAL   CONSIDERATIONS 

After  deciding on  the  basic machinery   to be  installed,   be 

it  for  yarn or piece dyeing,   there comae  the question of 

deciding  upon manual,  semi   or  fully  automatic  control  système, 

and  the  uaa of ancillary   systems such   as  instrumental match 

prediction.       These points will be discusssd with   rsferencs 

to  bstch-uiae or  yarn dyeing  rather  than with  reference  to 

continuous dyeing plant,   as control  systsms  in th« latter cas* 



are   really   an   integral   part   of   the   machinery   layout. 

It   is   contended   that  semi   automatic   control   e.g.   system 

which   has   time/temperature   control,   automatic   flou   reversal, 

but   requires   some   manual  override,    for  example,    for   control 

of   f)11 iny, emptying   or   rinsing   is   more   interesting   in   the 

plant   undei   disrunsion   for  many   reasons.        A   semi   automatic 

system   is  more   flexible,   relatively   simple  and   is  much  less 

expensive,   allowing   more  production   machinery   to   be   purchased 

for   a   given  capital   expenditure. A   four   beam   package  dyeing 

machine  can  cost   approximately   £55,000   together   uith   a   further 

£?5,000   required   for   a   fully   automatic   control   system,   compared 

to   only   £5,000   for   semi-automatic   control.        This  would  mean 

that   four   production   units   in   the   semi   automatic   state  could 

be  bought  at  a  coat  of  three   fully   automated   units  uhich   is 

a   very   significant   factor. 

Similarly  uhen  considering   instrumental   match  prediction 

and  shade  matching,   it  has   to  be   considered  whether   this   ia 

yet   far  enough     advanced  to   justify   the  high   capital   cost   for 

installation  and   the   running   expenses,   involving  as   it does 

the  need   for  highly   trained  operating  staff.        It  is  submitted 

that  attention   to   first principles,   simplicity   and  good 

control  of  all   operations  will   lead  to  good   reproducibility   of 

dyeing  uhich  ia   the  main aim  of   such  systems.        It  must  also 

be   remembered  that  any  computer  uilljonly  work  within  the 

framework  of  the  information  uhich   is  set  to   it.     It  is  of 

little  practical   valus to have  racipea   for  yarn dyeing,   e.g. 

uhich  a computer  predicts on  the  basis of an   IU vat  dyestuff 

ahadad  uith an   IN  vat  dyestuff  uhen  the   raverae  is  a  far 

batter  choice  both  technically  and  economically.       Consideration« 
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of  this   type must  be   the  basis  of   dyeetuff selection  for  all 

practical  dyeing  recipes.        Instrumental  match  prediction   ia 

most  useful  uhere  the  shade  range   ia  under the  direct control 

of  the  dyer,   uhere  the  number  of   subatrates   ia   small  and  uhere 

the  dyestuffs  used  show a  high degree  of exhauation.       Under 

these   circumstances  however,   sufficient   attention   to  detail 

uill  give  good   results  without  the  use  of instrumental match 

predictions. 

This  paper haa  been presented with  the object   of giving 

a broad  outline of  the modern approach  to the  dyeing of 

cotton  and cotton/polyeater blends.        If it hae   raised questions 

in addition  to  those  which  it hea  anauered then   it will  have 

achieved  an additional  definite  purpose,   as  it   ia  held as   a 

principle uell  worth   re-stating that the  technical  approach 

to  the  dyeing  of  textiles  is  the  most  beneficial   approach. 

Commercial  viability  muat  of courae  be  an important  factor 

but  thia  should  be  judged  in the  light  of the   technical 

expertise available  for the dye user,   from the dye manufacturara, 

machinery euppliere,   fibre producsrs and other advisory 

sources. 
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